
CLIENT: AOP (THE ASSOCIATION OF OPTOMETRISTS)

PROJECT TYPE: BRAND & WEBSITE

ROLE: CREATIVE DIRECTOR & BRAND DESIGNER (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)

The AOP offers Ophthalmic

professionals support and resources to

help them maintain a high level of

service. But the dated brand

desperately needed a refresh to ensure

its members saw it as an equally

professional and forward thinking

organisation.

The challenge

The AOP brand identity was cartoon style and old-fashioned looking and the website

although filled with useful content was cluttered. It wasn't doing justice to their quality

membership offering. The AOP made the decision to refresh their brand whilst overhauling

the look and structure of their website. They were mindful that the reworked logo shouldn't

be dramatically different from their existing one to retain a level of recognition and reassure

members that their fees weren't being wasted on a costly new identity.

http://www.emmalawton.co.uk/
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Whilst looking at the existing brand the element which jumped out was the 'O', the iris of the

cartoon eye. By retaining this as the logo mark it would link the two identities in a cleaner,

more modern way.

The old and new AOP logos

This iris shape can be used as a visual device to add witty elements to normally quite basic

items, like these business cards. The cards are printed onto transparent plastic leaving the

iris as a see through window. It's impossible to be handed one and not hold it up to your

eye.



The typeface Soleil sits alongside the mark in a light weight and is used at its boldest in

upper case on printed materials to reflect the confidence the AOP brings to its members. 

Bold, large lettering and a playful cut-out make this leaflet eye-catching and modern. 



The blue iris also provides a recogniseable shape when used on its own and gives members a

simple visual cue that they're part of something bigger. 



The new website takes the brand into digital and highlights the 3 main brand values of

Protect, Represent and Support.



CLIENT: BIRMINGHAM BUSINESS SCHOOL

PROJECT TYPE: BRAND

ROLE: CREATIVE DIRECTOR (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)

Birmingham Business School are part of

the well respected University of

Birmingham and this association has

http://www.emmalawton.co.uk/
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served them well. But the school was

crying out for its own identity to let it

visually stand on its own two feet.

The challenge

The school needed an identity which could allow them to stand alone but equally, when

required, be allied with the University. The University brand and logo mark would need to sit

comfortably alongside anything we created but give staff and students of the school a visual

tribe to feel a part of. The existing school brand looked archaic, consisting mainly of

photographs of the campus buildings, thin serif type and dark colours. This felt at odds with

the reputation of the school and the progressive ideas of its principal.

The solution

We decided the school logo mark should be simple and text based, allowing it so sit

alongside the university mark. The university have two typefaces in their brand, Akcidenz

Grotesk (sans serif) and Baskverville (serif). The mark is set in the serif so we felt the school

mark should utilise the sans serif as a differentiator. The hierarchy of the 2 marks when

locked together is balanced.



By keeping the brand mark simple it gave us the opportunity to create a visually exciting

identity to go with it without fear of it jarring with the university brand. A brand strategy

piece was created from stakeholder interviews and research and positioned the school as

far-sighted and holistic so we began to look at the idea of being far-sighted and what it

meant. It interested us that students of varying levels might have a different perspective on

the business world and what they can bring to it. To communicate this visually we looked at

these perspectives as angles, wide angles for undergraduate students whose perspective is

fairly broad when they start out, through to alumni who have a more acute view through

specialising in their chosen area.

We looked to imagery of Birmingham and its industry to help us put together a tonal palette

that felt brighter, fresher and younger than their existing palette. We then matched these

tones with similar colours from the University palettes to tether it back to the mother brand. 



By assigning these colours to an audience type (green – undergraduate, cyan – postgraduate,

magenta – MA, mauve – alumni/business world) and combining these with the perspective

angles we could start to create a graphic which represented each audience separately as its

own ‘facet’ or overlaid together and merging to black to represent the school as a whole.

This then gives the school a visual language to use when approaching a particular audience

(using the appropriate facet) or sending communications from the school as a whole (using

the facets overlaid as a set) We stayed true to the University brand using Baskerville but in a

bolder, slightly provocative way, supported by Akzidenz.
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Social media platforms and the school’s section of the university website can be brought in

line using a simple addition of the facets and a change to more people centric photography

to match the brand style.



Building signage.



Visualisation of proposed vinyls for glass ceiling of the atrium.

The brand gives the school its own identity and a means for the students and staff to feel

part of a tribe that extends beyond that of the university.
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CLIENT: CENTRAL SCHOOL OF SPEECH AND DRAMA

PROJECT TYPE: WEBSITE

ROLE: DESIGNER (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)
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Central School of Speech and Drama is

renowned for training some of acting's

biggest names. But their pedigree in

other areas of theatre and performance

training flies almost under the radar.

The challenge

With applications soaring for their performance based courses, CSSD have a strong

reputation and an enviable alumni list that guarantees them the best students. But many of

their production and design courses don't draw the same numbers of applicants, an

imbalance that saw CSSD keen to promote the fact that it's more than an acting school.

A recent acquisition of the word Royal to the title had given them a perceived new level of

gravitas externally but had changed them very little operationally and in the minds of its

students and staff. They stuck by their mantra 'Elite but not elitist'.

The solution

On visiting the school and speaking to the students it became even clearer that non acting

students felt under-represented on the homepage of the website. Everyone we spoke to

seemed to be studying something different and had a strong opinion about it. In their breaks

students from different courses spilled out onto the grassy areas and into the cafeteria,

actors mixing with puppeteers, costumiers with teachers. The building itself had pockets of

space between teaching rooms where students could break out and practice lines or talk

through a set brief and the more formal rooms where lesson took place could be transformed

into a theatre with the release of a raked seating platform. At any time multiple things can

be taking place in the building with energy, passion and strong opinion behind it and i liked

the conflict of this.



We ran a design briefing session where we explored the brand, the addition of the Royal and

what this meant for the school. There was a strong sense of pride, almost arrogance,

towards CSSD as an institution, a feel of 'we're Central, people know who we are' and that

the design could be brave and embrace this confident attitude.

Design briefing moodboards explore photography and design styles.

The concept

We presented a number of concepts which provided a platform for photographic snapshots

of a day at Central. Each concept was bold in contrast to the existing site, using strong

imagery, big text and bright colours to show the energy of the school.



The staff and students students still refer to the school as Central even after gaining Royal

status so we wanted to play on this slightly rebellious pride in their school. They felt an

affinity with the concepts where the name Central took centre stage. The brand typeface



Fogarty Inline provided a strong stamp to the imagery on the homepage, the photos become

an incidental background to the text, it's less about what it shows than how it reacts with

the letters. Sometimes on a light image the text almost disappears, true rebellion and

arrogance that the visitor already knows who they are.



It was important to Central to retain a full course list on their home page at all times to

represent the multitude of high quality courses on offer. This posed a design challenge in

keeping the site uncluttered but by adding them into the footer the courses panel can be

opened or closed as needed by the user. This paired with a simple to use Course Finder

makes for an effortless course search experience no matter which part of the site you're in.



We introduced student profiles for all disciplines, not just acting, to give final year students

a platform to promote their experience and give agents and employers a database to search.

We broke each area of study down into its component groups of courses and gave equal

weighting in the navigation to performance and non performance courses. 



On subject area landing pages the user can make a selection based on the pathway they're interested in.

On click, the courses which sit under the Acting pathway are revealed.

Testing the concept

We ran guerilla testing with students to gauge their reactions on the look and structure of

the new site. The overall impression was that it was bolder and more confident and reflected

the ethos of Central. Dyslexic students gave us advice on unclear areas, a vital insight as the

school has a high proportion of students with a need for increased clarity and legibility.
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CLIENT: DAVID LLOYD

PROJECT TYPE: WEBSITE

ROLE: DESIGNER (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)
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David Lloyd are a premium leisure

brand with members across the

country, but their digital presence was

lacking quality.

The challenge

David Lloyd Leisure approached us to help plan out their digital future, tethered around a

new responsive website, that would cement their reputation as a premium, forward thinking

brand. The website would need to engage users, guide prospective members towards joining

a club and aid existing member retention.

The concept

We began to look at the David Lloyd strap-line 'Life. Be Fit For It.' and the promise it holds,

it's not simply offering to help the customer lose weight for a holiday or play in to diet fads,

its suggesting itself as a partner for long-term health, fitness and quality of life. We noticed

a trend for creating Fitness Bucketlists online, a set of goals to achieve in your lifetime, and

this resonated with the David Lloyd promise. We decided that a site based around content,

recommendations, exercise plans etc tailored to a users specific life goals would make it a

trusted resource and promote regular visits, show prospective members that they're fitness

experts as well as aiding member retention by making sure they feel unique and valued.



Making it happen

We looked at their main audience groups and identified that they fell into 5 main categories

that we could attribute some general health and fitness goals to. We proposed that

customers would want to achieve goals based around strength, muscle tone, relaxation,

health and endurance. On top of these we could add specific life stage goals (spend time

with the kids, lose weight for a wedding, recover after injury etc) and encourage users of the

site to set their choice of these goals for themselves. The DMS in the Content Management

system would then know to display information and promotions relevant to achieving that

goal.



These goals could be used to run targeted campaigns at specific times of year, drawing users

onto tailored landing pages from newspaper adverts or promotional web banners. 

By looking at typical personas and their goals the David Lloyd team could also gain valuable

insight into how they can help keep them as a member, eg a 28 year old career girl who's

goals are to socialise and lose weight for a holiday might be interested in a Personal Training

session deal or an offer to bring a friend to the club to use the spa.



The digital experience

The website encourages the user right up front to set their goals and offers landing pages

tailored to helping them rise to the challenge.



David Lloyd have a strong history in tennis and their racquets clubs give customers the

opportunities to play on match quality indoor and outdoor courts. It was important for them

to continue to promote this as their USP but there needed to be equal weighting to their

other facilities. To achieve this we created two levels of navigation under the 'At David Lloyd'

section of the site which break each type of activity down to its component sports.

The activity landing pages under the 'At David Lloyd' menu item.



These granular navigation items tuck neatly into a dropdown when viewed on a mobile device.

With over 80 clubs in the UK and abroad the site needed an intuitive and easy to use Club

area for users to search for their nearest facilities. The user can search by postcode or

browse a map, ensuring that whether they're searching for a club near home or one they can

attend while on holiday they'll be able to find what they're looking for.



Club Search and Club pages make the process of finding the right club easy.

Each Club is broken down using tabbed navigation to show details like timetables and team

profiles and as a logged in member your Club page becomes a dashboard for all your need to

know information.





CLIENT: ENERGY SAVING TRUST

PROJECT TYPE: WEBSITE

ROLE: DESIGNER
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The Energy Saving Trust are a treasure

trove of knowledge and advice, but

their cluttered, dated web presence

was drowning out their voice.

The challenge

The Energy Saving Trust came to us to give their site the shake up it sorely needed. They

wanted to feel confident walking into a room knowing that their digital presence matched

their physical one, sharing knowledge in an authoritative, easy to understand manner. Their

imagery felt dated and staged and made it hard for users to relate to information that might

be useful to them. The homepage was satisfying a huge amount of business needs at once

but with every item shouting nothing was being heard.

Getting to know their brand

As there seemed to be such a huge disconnect between the organisations positioning and

tone of voice and the look and feel of the website we decided to run a brand persona

exercise to get a hold on who EST really are.



A design briefing revealed that they preferred character and warmth to their design,

favouring illustrations, icons and interactive maps to flat, simple layouts. They mentioned

that finding imagery was difficult for them as users expected to see real people but the

reality of photographing someone in their home was a challenge and often not visually

interesting or on brand. They felt more comfortable with illustrations and diagrams. We

challenged that there should be some photography as users often find it difficult to relate to

and engage with illustrations and facts and figures. 



Their current image treatment involved using a set of bright coloured gradient triangles and

sitting them over the photograph. The edges were blurry and felt like an old fashioned

vignette in garish tints. We knew this had to be retained in some way as users recognised

them as being EST branded and of the same family as similarly styled marketing materials.



The solution

We started by looking at the navigation as we knew this had to contain a tall logo, an

audience switcher and tailored audience options as well as all the standard menu items. By

making this a neat self contained bar the user has everything they need to navigate the site

in one place.

The 3 navigation states, Home, Domestic and Business, controlled by the audience switcher.

Next we tackled image treatments. We knew it was important to lead the 3 home pages (EST

Corporate, Domestic and Business) with images the audiences could relate to and wanted to

update the image treatment they'd previously been using. We took the coloured gradient

triangles and sharpened the blurred edges giving them a fresher feel. Overlayed over the

imagery at large scale they provide an area of clarity to the centre of the photograph. We

suggested this area should always have a person in it, suggesting people are their main

focus. The imagery should show real, natural people doing the things they love, carefree,

while EST worry about saving them money. The message; 'EST help save you money so you

can get on with life.'





The three homepages sit as a set but have slightly different imagery styles and use of colour

to make them appropriate to their audiences.

The EST Corporate homepage.



The Domestic homepage.



The banner of the Business homepage.

Streamlining their content

To make sure their most useful content could be surfaced more easily we broke their lower

pages into content blocks and sets of tips.





A prominent blog helps cement their reputation as a source of reliable knowledge and

expertise and gives them propagateable content.





Simplifying their tools

EST have a large amount of calculation tools which sit on the site and are aggregated across

various comparison and advice sites. These were in the main quite unwieldy flash based

items which were slowing down the site and felt inconsistent as a set. We simplified these

down to their component elements and made them form based.
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CLIENT: FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPENSATION SCHEME

PROJECT TYPE: MICROSITE

ROLE: DESIGNER (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)
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The FSCS needed a microsite aimed at

savers to help them check if their

money would be compensated should

their bank or building society fold. 

The challenge

FSCS commissioned the site to help educate and reassure during a period of financial

uncertainty. We joined a project team consisting of 4 agencies, all working on other elements

of the campaign from illustrations through to to radio adverts. We were supplied with these

illustrated assets to make sure there was a cohesive campaign across all media.

The solution

To ensure that the site could be created quickly and meet their tight deadline we simplified

the journey they wanted the user to take into 4 education steps ending with a Protection

Checker tool. Each step could be summarised using just a few short sentences so we began

to envisage the journey in the structure of a long scrolling page. 



Sketching the key user touchpoints we realised the information needed could work as one long scrolling page.

Each step sits on its own stage. The user can either skip to a particular stage using the top

navigation or scroll through the stages one by one guided by signposting at the bottom. The

scrolling motion through the stages seemed like a perfect opportunity to incorporate

animation into the illustrations, adding interest and guiding the user down through the

stages.

https://vimeo.com/user31151966
https://vimeo.com/104899086


The Protection Checker itself featured a predictive search field to make the process of

finding your bank or building society an easy one. It returns results within the same stage so

the user sees an almost instant response. Nothing is hidden, everything is transparent which

helps to build trust.

We designed the Protection Checker to be intuitive with a predictive bank name field.

https://vimeo.com/user31151966
https://vimeo.com/104899086
https://vimeo.com/user31151966
https://vimeo.com/104899086


CLIENT: J.P. MORGAN ASSET MANAGEMENT

PROJECT TYPE: WEBSITE

ROLE: DESIGNER (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY) 
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The J.P. Morgan Asset Management

team needed a clean, functional design

that could be rolled out across their UK

and European sites and give the newly

refreshed USA web presence a run for

its money.

The challenge

J.P. Morgan are one of the biggest names in finance. They approached us, after working

together on a number of smaller projects, to re-skin their Asset Management site with a style

that would take them into the coming years standing confidently, visually, alongside their

American counterparts. Our experience of working with financial organisations told us that

our major challenges in creating a clean, uncluttered new site would be finding a neat way to

display the endless disclaimers and small print required by compliance and making the

charts and tables which sat alongside them feel easy to digest. We'd also have to lean more

towards typography as a visual lead as imagery would be hard to come by.

The solution

As they would be developing the site in-house we opted for a modular approach to the

design, allowing them flexibility and growth. We looked at global elements such as the

header, navigation and footer first to ensure that they'd provide a consistent structure to the

site while the other modules could be used more freely. It was vital for the navigation to

change for their 2 main audiences so we factored in an audience switcher. 



We used simple clean typography in their brand typeface Amplitude to style promo and way-

finding boxes giving them a consistent feel. We mirrored styles found elsewhere in their on

and offline materials such as using different weights of Amplitude to highlight key words.

The 'Personal' section of the site has a homepage which guides users through to 3 main

product types aimed at their needs, ISA's, Pensions and Investments. Under this the user can

find tools and advice to help them find an investment solution that's right for them.



The 'Personal' investor home page.

Making complex content digestible

The site needed to house a large amount of data so we designed an assortment of space

saving content modules that could be used across the fund pages.



To help visualise some of the more complex data we created an easy to read chart style

which smoothly plot themselves as the page loads. 



Compact fund lists display multiple options and allow the user to find out more.





Passing the baton

To help their internal team roll out the new design across the site we created comprehensive

guidelines, breaking down pages into their component modules to show the flexibility. We

also created a pocket sized reference guide to help their staff write snappier, more focussed

copy to populate the new site. With regular check ins we kept an eye on the development

work making sure our guides were easy to implement and answering any questions their

team might have.

We added an audience iland ng page, neo y of the onl pages to include imagery, to direct eth

erus to rrthe co ect area f o lsthe site. The 2 audience pane flip over to reveal deep links into

key areas of the site best suited to the type of investor.



Our content guide is short and snappy to reflect the style of content we've suggested for the site.

Rolling it out

After completing the UK site we adapted the design of the modules to suit the brand colour

palette for their European sites. This gave them a much needed refresh and brought them in

line with the UK site whilst allowing them a personality of their own.



(/)

CLIENT: LEEDS COLLEGE OF MUSIC

PROJECT TYPE: BRAND

ROLE: CREATIVE DIRECTOR | DESIGNER (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)

Leeds College of Music is a real hidden

gem. It's unique in mixing conservatoire

methods (1:1 lessons, high quality

teaching) with a less formal,

collaborative university atmosphere.
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After speaking to staff and prospective and current students it was clear that there was a

disconnect between what they had to offer and how they were communicating this. The

college prides itself on being a hub for collaboration and at any time there can be any

number of different sounds coming from practice rooms in its corridors. I was excited by this

as an idea and began to look at the musical journeys people make during their time studying

there, the role of the college as a stimulus and container for talent and the language of

music.

The solution

As we wanted to create something which felt fluid and ever changing to reflect the college,

we looked to generative brands for inspiration and these adaptable, living identities felt

appropriate for a college who consider themselves to be progressive. The way that music

could be visualised intrigued me, the fact that we could create a brand for the college which

was made from the sounds coming out of it seemed apt. We were drawn towards

visualisations which had an orb/container feel to them to reflect the hub of the college

rather than those that were more linear or random.

Making it happen

Through our research of sound visualisation we came across the work of Karsten Schmidt

(http://postspectacular.com/), one of the worlds most exciting computational artists, and

asked him to work alongside us helping to make our sketch on a post-it-note a reality.

Thankfully he didn't run away. We collaborated to create a piece of bespoke software which

when music is played through it creates a moving visualisation.

http://postspectacular.com/
https://vimeo.com/user31151966
https://vimeo.com/103365821


From hundreds of randomly generated stills from music visualisations passed through it the

college selected one to be their mark. It represents the basis of community and learning that

the college provides. When a student passes their music through the software the

visualisation begins and ends with the college mark showing that they build on what is

offered by the college, find their own sound and flourish. Leeds is asking the question 'What

does your music look like.'

Choosing the college logo mark

How student visualisations might look, clearly part of the same family but unique in every way

https://vimeo.com/user31151966
https://vimeo.com/103365821
https://vimeo.com/user31151966
https://vimeo.com/103365821


We paired the smooth, rounded mark with a condensed angular college title in Rama. It was

a controversial choice at the time but we felt the balance between the organic sphere and

the strong verticals of the type was a good contrast. It also gave a strong sans serif for use

as titling on the web or in their prospectus.

Rolling it out

Creating the software meant that, very easily, the college marketing team could create

countless assets, both still and moving, which could be applied to printed and digital

applications. It also provides them with a tool to incentivise prospective students to engage

with the college before and after applying. At open days and recruitment fairs potential

students could interact with the brand and create their own 20 second video snippet from a

visualisation of their music, share it amongst their peers and even use it to create a

personalised prospectus to email to themselves.



Stills from student videos.



The brand works well on everything from projections at live performances through to

everyday items like signage and business cards.

External signage

Using the software to project at a live performance



We tested the new brand by creating an Undergraduate prospectus in their new bolder style.

We stripped back a lot of the course information in them, sending potential students to the

website for this, and keeping the prospectus in a slick, brochure style which could tell the

story of its students and sense of place using the brand visual language.

Prospectus layout page sketches

Suggested prospectus cover and internal spread



A brand that grows

One of the great things about the brand is its ability to grow with the college and continue

to adapt and change as it does. The success of a brand is ultimately measured on how well it

is adopted by internal teams and in that case, this has gone from strength to strength. The

LCoM marketing team continue to explore the brand, push it further and have a strong sense

of pride in their unique identity.

Crops of student marks are used on this event ticket to maximum effect



CLIENT: UNHCR (UN REFUGEE AGENCY)

PROJECT TYPE: WEBSITE

ROLE: PITCH TEAM & CREATIVE DIRECTOR (AT PRECEDENT AGENCY)
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The UN is a global name that carries a

lot of weight and respect. But their

Refugee Agency were struggling with a

web presence so unwieldy that their

messages were getting lost.

The challenge

The UNHCR site was so inflexible and dated that internal teams were resorting to creating

more modern, fit for purpose microsites to share their content. With a wealth of stories to

tell, and a library of good quality imagery through which to do it, we had the tools to help

them rein in their disperate digital presence and bring the focus, and traffic, back to their

main site.

The solution

We engaged with the UNHCR's internal Design and Content teams very early on in the

project as they were the ones struggling with the restrictions of the current site. By knowing

the sort of content the new site would need to house we could mitigate against them having

the same issues again. They were keen for us to create a clean, lasting design that doesn’t

rely on fads or styles that will date.



In terms of user experience we needed to find a balance on the home page between brand

messaging and dynamic, changing news, blog and social content to keep page visits up and

the site fresh. We provided flexibility through modules and templates to allow UNHCR

content to be displayed appropriately and to showcase stories when required.



We created 'Emergency' pages to provide information on areas in crisis and to act as a digital

factsheet for their users. These pages are content rich and stories are backed up by

statistics.



We gave them the means to aggregate content, including social, so it doesn’t sit in pockets

on the site.

We helped to establish a tone of voice for the site that is first person and actively involves

the user. This helps users feel more welcome and empowered to get involved, whilst helping

to clarify the UNHCR’s mandate. For example, instead of saying “UNHCR begins relocation of

50,000 South Sudan refugees in Ethiopia before the rains come” it would read “We are

relocating 50,000 South Sudan refugees in Ethiopia before the rains come. Here is how you

can help.”



MEDlimlR!l.liEAN 

Italian rescue effol1 gives dignir ied burial 
to refugee shipwreck Yictims 

an unprecedented 1.308 refugees and 
migrants drowned orwem m·ssing in a, 
single moot It compa to 42 in Apri 
2014. 

"M o,sf of the pe opl!e arr"vin g �Y 
sea in Eurnpe am l'iefu_gees, 

seeking prntection from war and 
persectition. 

In May, the number of refugees and 
migrants chowned or missing at sea fell 
to 68, a quarter of the figure of 226 only 
one year earlili1r. The downward trend 
oorui IIIJI in June. which saw 12 d!!'atlls
com'¥ to 305 in 2014. N vertl eless, 
this means that in the first six months 
of this yea there were a repOl'led 1 ,867 
people drowned or missing at sea. 

"The decline- in 1peo le drowning over the 
past two months is encouraging; a sign 
that with t e- right policy, backed by an 

And we ensured that the key journeys and functionality translated well onto mobile devices.




